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Tweaking Turf Maintenance for Wet Turf 
 

What are the primary problems of very wet turf? 

No oxygen in soil for roots because oxygen has been replaced in pore space by water.  Turf 
yellows and has very little root system because the majority has rotted off. 

Turf slips against wet soil underneath when pressure is applied.  Crown tissues are crushed 
and roots dislodged 

Turf roots are short because of root rot and dysfunctional in terms of taking up water and 
nutrients or for cooling the plant off.  Shallow watering may have to become the norm. 

Wet soils that heat up also cause the plant to use more oxygen when there is already a deficit 
of oxygen. 

I have horrible mowing tracks in wet turf no matter what I do.  Is there anything that I can 
do to minimize this? 

To minimize mowing tracks: set blades to highest mowing height to reduce clipping 
clumping. 

Make sure blade is sharp because turf habitually in wet conditions is weak and tears off its 
root system easily when tugged at by dull blades 

Clear any residual clippings from previous sites from under mower deck for a cleaner cut. 

Do a second cut shortly after first in a different pattern than the first to alter track path and to 
minimize the look of tracks in the lawn. 

Scagg Velocity and John Deere 7 Iron are reported in the Midwest to handle wet turf cuts 
better than some of their counterparts---better perhaps at dispersing wet grass without 
clumps.  Barring specific brands, 72” decks seem to handle wet grass better. 

Sometimes a site looks fine but when I really start to work on it I realize it is a very wet 
site.  Before I go on a site is there a way I can tell that I am going to potentially have 
problems with wet turf? 

Yes.  (Also see section on drainage)  You can do a drainage quick check.  Wet the area in 
question with 2-4” of water.  After water moves into soil, wet with another 2-4” water.  If 
water pools now on the surface or penetrates the soil slowly, sub-surface drainage may be 
inadequate. 



Step into a puddle.  If you sink in up to your ankle it is a subsurface drainage issue.  If it is 
firm under foot, it is a surface drainage issue. 

Soil under wet turf is often compacted and may actually be causing the surface wetness if a 
perched water table is involved. 

Is there anything I can treat the surface with to make the water disperse? 

Wetting agents may actually help water to penetrate and move off the surface decreasing the 
surface tension. 

Is there anything I can do to improve seeding or re-seeding muddy lawn areas? 

Spread straw BEFORE you attempt to seed, 1-2 bales/1000 square feet.You should see half 
straw, half dirt.  This will give you a little substrate to walk on or roll light weight seed 
spreader across. 

Seed from a diagonal so you will not have to walk over any area twice. 

A hand crank seeder may work best in really wet conditions. 

If conditions are super wet and the area is small, seed, then cover with cheesecloth (you will 
not have to remove and it will help to soak up water). 

You may not need to water. 

You may need to increase seed by 20% to adjust for rot. 

Are there any cardinal rules for wet turf? 

KEEP TRAFFIC OFF: use walk behind mowers that are light weight. 

Slopes that are wet are extremely dangerous.  Plant growing covers instead to avoid 
machinery accidents and slippage. 

Spoon feed: with water saturation constantly an issue, the roots are likely to be SHORT, so 
no heavy fertilization and you may not even need to water in depending on how wet the site 
is.  Otherwise you’ll get top growth the roots can’t support and the fertilizer will be pushed 
past where the roots can get at it.  Excess fertilizer plus water = disease, especially brown 
patch. 

Constantly wet lawn fertility schedule: 

April 15 0.25lb 

April 30 0.25 lb 

May 15 0.25 lb 

May 30 0.25 lb 



July 1 0.25 lb very slow release 

August 1 0.25 lb very slow release 

August 30 0.25 lb 

Sept 15 0.25 lb 

Sept 30 0.25 lb 

Oct 15 0.25 lb 

Oct 30 0.25lb 

What grass should I plant in a constantly wet area? 

Poa trivialis  tolerates consistent wet in sun as well as shade.  Fertilize it with 2.75 lbs actual 
nitrogen per year IN SUN. 

Poa trivialis may lie over like bent grass, producing yucky mow results so mow at 2.5”. 

 

 


